


BUTTERFLIES:

LIFESPAN:

The caterpillar of the butterfly will only eat plant 
leaves from certain kind of plants because they 
need the vitamins and minerals from these plants 
to grow into a butterfly.

Most butterflies that are adult butterflies will drink 
nectar from flowers that they live by.

A butterfly will use their long tongue like a straw, A butterfly will use their long tongue like a straw, 
called a proboscis, and they will suck up the 
nectar with their tongue

Butterflies will also drink water and liquids from fruit, 
especially fruit that is rotting and soft.

Other butterflies will get their food from tree sap, dead and 
rotting animal matter or other organic material that is found 
in the wild.

Butterflies live mostly on liquid because it would be hard 
for a butterfly to suck up solids with their tongue.

Butterflies in dierent countries will eat from dierent types Butterflies in dierent countries will eat from dierent types 
of nectar plants and will often times go from plant to plant 
depending on the pH and any changes that they detect in 
the soil.

The average lifespan of a butterfly is usually around 1 
month while the smaller butterflies generally live around 
one week.

The Monarch butterfly is the only butterfly that has a 
lifespan of around nine months. No butterfly can live for 
more than a year.

There are dierent factors that depend on how long a There are dierent factors that depend on how long a 
butterfly will live such as what type of butterfly it is, where 
it lives and what time of year the butterfly became an 
adult.

Once the predator learns the color scheme of the butterfly, 
they will learn that the colors are dangerous to mess with and 
will leave them alone.

Many butterflies use two methods of defending themselves, their color, which is a warning and toxic tastes.

Many of these butterflies are toxic when they are eaten and if the predator digests these butterflies they 
become very sick or die.

DEFENCE:



BUTTERFLY PUZZLES:
Check out these Butterfly puzzles to try at home. Can you manage to solve all of them?

There are two identical Butterflies in 
this picture...can you find them?

Can you match the Butterfly to the correct shadow?




